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It’s Been 

 1343 I think 

Days since our 

last shitstorm! 

 

Science Finds Snow Actually Angel Dandruff 

Shampoo Enthusiast 

  Following the first snow this year, avid 

atheist M. Merian and his determined team 

of researchers laced up their booties, put 

on their hats, mittens, and facemasks, 

grabbed their equipment, and set out into 

the great outdoors.  Their mission was to 

collect samples of the snow to test their 

theory they’ve been developing for 

several years now, and take it back to the 

lab for testing.  During the first snow fall 

this year, the team ran about frantically 

with their test tubes, trying to catch 

snowflakes inside them so they avoided 

contamination once they hit the ground.  

“It’s very tiring work” Merian said later, 

“But thanks to all of us working hard, we’ve 

got enough. 

  Unlike certain testing centers, their data is 

already coming back, and from what 

they’ve shared so far it’s providing pretty 

solid evidence for their theory as to the 

source of snow.  Even though science for a 

while thought it had snow figured out, 

Merian wasn’t convinced.  “Droplets 

freezing into the clouds and falling out of 

the sky into this big white fluffy stuff?  No 

way.  I’ve seen ice and let me tell you: the 

only thing it has in common with snow is 

that it happens when it’s cold out.” So, 

Merian has proposed a new theory: snow is 

actually caused by dandruff from angels.   

  “The theory first came about when we 

realized that dandruff can happen when 

your skin gets dry, and it gets drier in the 

winter,”  Merian explains.  “It only really 

gets snowing when it’s cloudy, which has 

to be because the angels are on the top of 

the clouds.  There are a lot of angels, and 

some of those things have, like, four heads.  

That’s like, four times the dandruff.”   

  We know what you may be asking: if snow 

is just dandruff, how come it melts into 

water, and why is it cold?  This, Merian 

explains by referencing the supernatural 

nature of angels, citing that they eat and 

mana and drink holy water and stuff, and 

that’s going to make their biology “pretty 

wack”.   

  As their data comes back, Merian says it’s 

all very promising for the theory.  Not only 

have the samples been matching human 

dandruff to the expected levels, (the 

average is around 64% match, which 

doesn’t seem like a lot, but again, angel 

biology), but they’ve also been detecting 

other evidence in the samples.  

  “We found traces of Old Spice shampoo 

and conditioner in the snow.” Merian said.  

According to him, that fact helps explain 

the sheer amount of dandruff.  “It all makes 

sense now– Old Spice was the key!” 

  It will be some time before the results are 

officially published.  Until then, enjoy the 

angel dandruff! 



PRO-Gamer Astroneer Strats 

Son Who is Winning, Dad 
  What’s up gamers, it’s your boy xX_Sk!nnyP3nis_Xx, here to bring you all my Top-Gamer habits 

that let me dominate n00bs and scrubs in all sorts of competitive games.  One of my favorite 

games to destroy players in is Astroneer.  You may think an open-world sandbox base-building 

game based on engineering in space would be a pretty chill, non-competitive thing, but you’d 

be wrong.  Here’s how I, the most PRO of all gamers, became the Astroneer champion: 

 

The Pre-Game 

  An important thing to remember about being a PRO Gamer like me is that Gaming is Life.  Any-

thing that doesn’t increase your reaction time or gaming ability isn’t important.  Proper nutrition 

keeps a gamer aware in battle, but eating also takes away from practice time.  So make sure any 

food or water you get is as energy dense and quick to eat as possible: G-Fuel and Mountain Dew 

are pretty good substitutes for water, and peanut butter on pasties is pretty PRO-tein and carb 

dense.  A lot of scrubs go for Doritos, but the dust makes your hands slippery and can wear down 

your Gamer-guns (that’s PRO Gamer-slang for headset and controller).  Get Vitamins from Flint-

stones gummies.  You have to sleep, too, so train yourself to get exactly 8 hours every night, then 

get back on the grind.  Greasy hair and a neckbeard are signs of a dedicated PRO Gamer. 

The Game 

  Once you get into the game itself, there are some things you need to remember: it’s all just pix-

els and bits.  Those plants? That happy, beautiful forest in the game?  Merely obstacles.  Those 

other players?  Your competition.  The cutscenes and animations?  Just slowing you down.  A PRO 

Gamer doesn’t waste time “enjoying” games like the filthy casuals do.  You’ve got to get right 

down to it.  There are tons of guides online you can look up to see what actually to do in the 

game, but they all get one thing wrong: don’t wait for any of your co-op partners to catch up with 

you, or go to help them out if they’re stuck.  Never forget they’re the competition, even if they 

don’t realize it.  Use them for as long as they’re being helpful, and once they’re slowing you 

down forget about them.  A PRO Gamer uses every advantage and exploit available to them, and 

a lot of n00bs don’t realize that you can exploit cooperative people just as easily as the game 

rules, but only if you’re PRO enough. 

The Post-Game 

  After the game, you should buy replacements for any Gamer-guns or other tools you broke dur-

ing the gameplay from just plain Gaming too hard.  Then, go back to the Pre-Game, because the 

gaming life never ends.   

Your boy, xX_Sk!nnyP3nis_Xx, signing off.  Beat you later, Gamers! 


